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Supporting your child with
English at home
Home-learning can be challenging for both you and your child
as everyone is adapting to this unusual situation. The following
advice aims to offer helpful, practical tips with supporting your
child’s reading and writing while at home.














Ensure your child’s basic needs have been met:
Are they thirsty, for example?
Make sure your child has a clear space to work.
Think about the task they have to do – where
might they be the most productive/
comfortable?
Create a new routine that works around your
family. If possible, involve your child in
establishing routines that will enable them to
manage the tasks set for them. Your routines
should include regular breaks, ideally with fresh
air.
Tackle tasks in short bursts if your child is
finding it difficult to concentrate.
Where possible, allow your child choices. For example, if your child has been given two
tasks for the day, give them the choice of which one to do first.
Model positive behaviours to your child. Talk about the strategies you use to help you get
through your daily tasks. If something isn’t working, talk it through.
Look for the positives: things won’t always go according to plan. Try to focus on what is
going well rather than what has gone wrong. Try to support your child with lots of praise
and encouragement.
Consider family wellbeing: https://www.nhs.uk/oneyou/every-mind-matters/
Tips for anxiety: https://www.childrens.com/health-wellness/8-tips-for-managing-childrensanxiety-about-covid-19
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Based on Maslow's hierarchy of needs

Preparing to learn: Some top tips

Giving just the right amount of support
It’s important that you try to encourage independence when working with your child.
You can do this by:
Self-scaffolding - This is
where your child is
working largely by
themselves.
Prompting - You can give
a prompt when your child
needs just a little help to
carry on working by
themselves. For example,
‘What do you need to do
first?’; ‘What’s your
plan?’; ‘You can do this!’

Modelling - Sometimes it is really useful for you to model what to do while your child watches and
listens. Your child should try the same step for themselves immediately afterwards.
Correcting – Only very occasionally, you may need to give your child answers.
Try to encourage your child to work independently as much as they can.
Adapted from: Bosanquet, P., Radford, J. and Webster, R. (2016)

Completing tasks
It’s also important not to be too concerned
about your child completing every single task. If
your child has tried hard but has not been able
to complete a task, let your child’s teacher know.
Your child’s teacher recognises how challenging
working at home can be for you and your child.
Do what you can: Everybody’s circumstances are
different and we do understand that.

Take care of yourself too!
Looking after yourself will have an impact
on how you support your child at home.
Fresh air each day if possible, a few
moments of quiet, enough water to drink
and some exercise are all good places to
start. Be kind to yourself!
(Adapted from the Book Trust Website)

https://www.booktrust.org.uk/news-andfeatures/features/2020/june/how-to-help-yourchildren-return-to-school-5-top-tips/
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Clueing - Your child might
need a hint about their
work to keep them on
track. Always start with a small clue, then give a bigger clue if your child needs one. For example,
‘What does a sentence always begin with?’or ‘Let’s go back and re-read this sentence again… I think
you might have missed something out.’

Reading at home
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Why is reading so important?
There is a vast amount of research that shows us how important
reading with our children is. It helps to improve your child’s
concentration and memory, develop their imagination, empathy,
vocabulary and listening skills and takes them (and us!) to places we
might never otherwise visit. It’s also excellent for wellbeing.

The Importance of Reading Aloud to your Child
Even though your child can now read independently, your reading aloud to them is still
extremely beneficial. In fact, research shows that reading aloud to your child will improve their
reading and listening skills and academic performance and success.
How else does reading aloud to your child help?
Positive modelling: Your child will hear how the book should be read -with lots of
expression and at just the right speed.
It improves comprehension: Your child will be able to focus on what’s happening in the
story or on the information in the text, rather than having to work hard to read it
themselves.
It sparks curiosity and a thirst for learning: Reading aloud to
your child allows them to access a wider range of texts
beyond what they can read by themselves. You could choose
to read fiction, factual books and news articles, for example.
It encourages life-long learning.
It is wonderful for bonding: It’s a lovely opportunity for you
to spend some dedicated time with your child, showing them
how important reading is. It’s an opportunity to explore and
talk to them about the wider issues you read about together.

Getting the Most Out of Reading with your Child
Watch this short video from The Open University to help you get the
most out of reading with your child.
Book Chat: Reading to your Child The Same Inside: https://youtu.be/1ON2g96yvo

Engaging with your Child’s Reading
 Try to listen to your child read aloud daily (5 - 10 minutes is long







enough) or chat with them about what they are reading daily.
Choose a quiet, undistracted time and get comfortable.
Support your child by encouraging them with any books being sent
home by school. Keep in close contact with school if you have any
concerns or want to share successes.
Talk about your child’s favourite books and authors. Share yours.
Try asking some of the questions on the following pages.
Be positive. Give lots and lots of praise.

Join the FREE
online library
https://www.readliverpo
ol.co.uk/
You can borrow 8 virtual
books at a time for free!
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Questions to ask while reading with your child
It’s important to ask questions when you are reading to your child and when your
child is reading to you. You can ask questions before, during and after reading.
Questions can help you see whether your child has understood what you’ve read
together. You can ask your child about:

Words
Find a word that means the same as…

Finding information
What are the characters called?

Find a word which best describes the mood
/character at this point in the story.

Who is telling the story?
What word is used to describe the …?

What does this word mean?

Summing it up
What’s happened so far?
What do you think is the most important
point in in this paragraph/page?
What is the main message in this
story/poem/text? Why?

What the author means
What do you think the author meant by
____?
How does the author create this
mood/atmosphere?

Using clues
How is the character feeling at this point
in the story? How do you know?
Why do you think the character did that?
Can you explain why…?
How can you tell that…?

What wordPredictions
is used to describe the
What do you think might happen next?
…?
If there was a sequel, what do you think
might happen? Why?
What do you think would happen if…?

Why do you think the author used that
word/phrase?

The Whole Text
Making comparisons
How does the character’s mood/attitude change
from the beginning to the end of the story?
How is this character/plot similar/different to…?
Have you ever read another book similar to this?
How is it similar?

Why do you think the writer has
written/organised the test like this?
Who do you think this was written for?
Why?
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Talk, talk, talk!
Talking with your child is one of the most powerful activities you can
do. Use a wide range of vocabulary and try to use new words they
have discovered when reading. Enter into discussions or debates with
your child about issues they care about and talk through ideas they
have for their writing. All of this talk will help them develop
vocabulary and refine their ideas for writing.

Audience and Purpose
Encourage your child to think
about who they are writing for
and why they are writing. This will
help them to make their writing
more effective.

Copycats!
Challenge your child to mimic the style of an author they like. Talk
about what’s special about their chosen author’s style of writing. Are
they funny, do they use old-fashioned language or are they great at
creating suspense?

Who are you
writing to?

What are you
writing for?

Linking ideas together

The most effective writing
How do you
has cohesion. This is when
want to make
ideas, sentences and
your
reader feel?
paragraphs are linked well.
Writing can be linked by
keeping writing in the same tense, using joining words
(left) to link ideas together and by using paragraphs to
organise writing.

Handwriting
In Year 6, your child will continue to
develop fluent, joined-up writing.
Sit at a desk
Put both feet on the floor
Left hand paper position
Right hand paper position

Check and progress!

How can you motivate your child to write?

A great way to help your child to
improve their writing is to encourage
them to read aloud what they have
written. Can they spot any missed
punctuation? Can they spot any
spelling errors? Can they add in extra
detail? Could they change a word or
two to make their writing even more
effective?



Make sure your child knows their work doesn’t have to be perfect
first time. They can go back and make improvements later.



Share your own writing. Let your child see you writing. Whether it
be a postcard to a family member, a journal entry or text
messages, let your child know you’re using your writing skills for
real purpose.
Encourage your child to write about their interests and hobbies.
Let them use a computer if they’d prefer to type and they engage
more in their writing.
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Writing checklist:
Is your child
using capital
letters, full stops
and question and
exclamation
marks in the
right places?

Can your child
add in extra
information by
using who,
which, where,
when, whose or
that?

Can your child
choose
vocabulary to
enhance
effects and
make their
meaning clear?

Is the tense used
consistent through
the writing?

Can your child use
commas to avoid
ambiguity?

Can your child read
aloud, with
expression, what
they have written?

Can your child spell these tricky words?

accommodate, accompany, according, achieve, aggressive, amateur, ancient, apparent, attached,
available, average, awkward, bargain, bruise, category, cemetery, committee, communicate,
community, competition, conscience, conscious, controversy, convenience, correspond, criticise,
curiosity, definite, desperate, determined, develop, dictionary, disastrous, embarrass,
environment, equip, equipped, equipment, especially, exaggerate, excellent, existence,
explanation, familiar, foreign, forty, frequently, government, guarantee, harass, hindrance,
identity, immediate, immediately, individual, interfere, interrupt, language, leisure, lightning,
marvellous, mischievous, muscle, necessary, neighbour, nuisance, occupy, occur, opportunity,
parliament, persuade, physical, prejudice, privilege, profession, programme, pronunciation,
queue, recognise, recommend, relevant, restaurant, rhyme, rhythm, sacrifice, secretary, shoulder,
signature, sincere, sincerely, soldier, stomach, sufficient, suggest, symbol, system, temperature,
thorough, twelfth, variety, vegetable, vehicle, yacht

Can your child tell you what these words are/mean?
modal verb
relative pronoun
relative clause
parenthesis
bracket
dash
cohesion
ambiguity

words like: can/could, may/might, will/would, shall/should and must
whom, what, which, and that are all relative pronouns
gives extra information about a noun https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/zsrt4qt
adding extra information to a sentence using brackets, dashes or commas
( ) used to enclose information to separate it from the rest of the sentence
insert a break in a sentence www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-a-dash
the flow of sentences and paragraphs from one to another
something that can be interpreted in different ways – can be unclear in meaning
– might cause confusion
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Other ways you can make a big difference
Look for opportunities to give your child some real- life reasons to write. You
could try out some of these ideas:
 Write a lockdown letter to cheer up a family member, a friend or a
neighbour. Post it together. You might even start a pen pal tradition! You
could include artwork too if this is something your child enjoys doing.
 Is there an issue your child cares passionately about? Encourage them to
write to a local MP or business to see whether they can create change.
This kind of writing can make big differences in the community.
 Work together to send a tweet to their favourite author. Many authors
are now on Twitter and love to engage with their readers. What would
your child like to ask their favourite author?
 Your child might like to write the book of a film or TV programme for
younger children to read. If your child has watched something they’ve
really enjoyed, they could try and tell the same story in writing. Watching
the story on screen can give them a great starting point to get going with.
 If you’ve had a recent visit to a park, library or museum that you have
enjoyed with your child, help them to add a review on
https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/. Having a real audience who will read their review will often
motivate children to write.
 Write book reviews for books your child has read. https://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk/ is a great
website for this.
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 Could your child start a blog around their own interest?

Important Information

